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Chamaeleon Complex

Distance : ~ 160 pc

                                                                 IAU and Sky & Telescope magazine (Roger Sinnott & Rick Fienberg), 5 June 2011, Wikipedia



Dark Neutral Medium

● H₂ total column density

● H tracers - HI & CO

● Not detected gas → DNM (Dark Neutral Medium)
- optically thick H atom
- CO-dark hydrogen molecule



HCO+ absorption spectrum
● Absorption spectrum → calculate H₂ column density

● HCO⁺ (J = 1 - 0) line toward the 13 continuum sources

● 13 AGNs in the outskirts of Chamaeleon





Radiative Transfer Equation

● Interferometer → only compact source is observable

● ALMA is suitable for observing abs spectrum in continuum source



AGN as a continuum source
● Sensitivity 
- depends on continuum source intensity

● Angular resolution (of interferometric absorption line)
- size of the background source (= milliarcsecs in radio)
- smaller than beam size → ‘pencil-beam measurement’



Data Information

1.JXXXX.Cont.cal → AGN continuum 

2. JXXXX.HCO+.cal.contsub → HCO+ absorption line

H. Liszt et al. 2018



Angular Resolution / Field Of View (FOV)

1.angular resolution θ  = 1.22 x λ/D

D = 350m

λ = 3.36mm ← freq. =  89.188GHz 

θ ~ 2.4’’

cell size = 0.8’’

2. FOV  = 1.22 x λ/D

D = 12m

FOV ~ 70’’

imsize = 1.5 x 0.8’’ / 70’’ ~ 131 → [150,150]

antenna tracks in uv plane



tclean (continuum)

cell = ‘0.8arcsec’

specmode = ‘mfs’

pbcor = False

weighting = ‘natural’



tclean (continuum image)

compact → unresolved source
observed peak brightness = 0.185553 [Jy/beam]
Intensity: 0.203 [Jy] (H. Liszt et al. 2018)



tclean (HCO+ absorption)

cell = ‘0.8arcsec’

specmode = ‘cube’

pbcor = False

weighting = ‘natural’

width = ‘0.2km/s’

start = ‘-20km/s’

nchan = ‘200’ 

restfrq = ‘89.18852470GHz’



tclean (HCO+ absorption image & spectrum)

H. Liszt et al. 2018



Change Parameters : weighting, pbcor, pixel size

Weighting pbcor cell size peak intensity [Jy / beam]

J0942
(논문 : 0.203)

J1136
(논문 : 0.466)

J1723
(논문 : 0.309)

natural X 0.8’’ 0.186 0.431 0.299

uniform X 0.8’’ 0.185 0.431 0.277

natural O 0.8’’ 0.186 0.431 0.299

natural X 2.4’’ 0.187 0.433 0.324



Convert Intensity to Optical Depth
The equation of radiative transfer



Optical Depth (  )

J0942 J1723J1136



Convert Optical Depth to H2 Column Density

=



Calculation

J0942 J1136 J1723

W(HCO⁺) 1.227 1.524 1.731

σW(HCO⁺) 0.044 0.184 0.049

N(HCO⁺
() 1.35 1.68 1.90

2 N(H₂) 8.99 11.18 12.70



1.227(0.044)

1.524(0.184)

1.731(0.049)



8.99

11.18
12.70



Possibilities
1. Optically thick atomic (HI) gas
2. CO-dark molecular (H₂) gas



Conclusion
Detecting large amounts of H₂ in the sightline where CO emission is not detected 
(or less detected) using the HCO⁺ absorption line

→ DNM has a high probability of being a CO-dark molecular gas that could not 
be detected due to low sensitivity


